
The virtual walk-through tour of our exhibition Paint the Town in Sound is 
waiting for you to experience and explore! This virtual experience enables 
you to explore the physical exhibition as if you were there, at any time, 
remotely on a digital device. 
Paint the Town in Sound is a colourful exhibition that explores the vibrant and often playful 
relationship between art and music and the direct links forged between musicians and artists.  
The exhibition has been curated in collaboration with Mercury Prize nominated Sunderland band  
Field Music and takes their own collaborations as a starting point to explore wider themes.

The artworks in Paint the Town in Sound, are drawn from the Arts Council Collection and offer a 
fascinating insight into the musical heritage of our region providing a route to examine our own 
cultural identity and its relationship to class, politics and place. #PaintTheTownInSound

This How To Guide will help you get the most out of the virtual exhibition tour:

• You can experience the Paint the Town in Sound virtual tour on any digital device connected to the 
Internet – however for the best experience, use a larger screen device. 

• To get a sense of what to expect from the virtual tour and the functionality, you can watch our  
short video tutorial. 

• To experience the virtual exhibition visit:          
www.artscouncilcollectionpaintthetowninsound.v21artspace.com

• Once there, click on the blue box on the landing screen to enter. 
• Once inside the virtual exhibition, you can move forward and backwards by clicking on the white 

circles on the floor. 
• To navigate left and right, click and hold down your mouse button (or equivalent) and drag left or 

right. 
• Click on the (i) icons next to the artworks to bring up more information about artists or art pieces.
• To watch the videos, click on the play icons. 
• Use the Highlight Reel on the left of the screen to navigate through the exhibition using the image 

thumbnails. 
• Use the Tour Control function and click play for a guided tour of the exhibition. You can pause the 

tour and go, forward and backwards.
• Spend some time playing with the functionality of the virtual exhibition tour. 
• If you have any problems or would like a Zoom tutorial in using the virtual tour, drop us an email on: 

museums@sunderland.gov.uk
• Let us know what you think of the virtual tour by using #PaintTheTownInSound hashtag on social 

media.

You can also experience Paint the Town in Sound digital exhibition in a different way on our website by 
visiting: www.sunderlandculture.org.uk/paint-the-town-in-sound-online-exhibition

Paint the Town in Sound is an Arts Council Collection National Partners Programme Exhibition.
Virtual exhibition capture by v21 artspace.
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